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Sweden credibility discrimination prevention is at stake - Hundreds
of thousands of migrants in Sweden don’t know Sami indigenous
people exist!
-

Not without my Sami mother: The Samis have lived in Scandinavia since the last Ice Age, for
more than 10,000 years. Five national minorities are recognised in Sweden. These are the
Sami (indigenous people), the Swedish Finns, the Tornedalers, the Roma and Jews.
In Sweden there is about 50.000 Roma, 20.000 Jews and 8.700 Sami eligible to vote Sami
Parliament Election 2017. The Sami indigenous people of Sweden have special protection
and framework of the UN Human Rights Council .The Sami lived here long time before the
borders were drawn in Sweden but Sami Parliament is a theater coulisse and paper
construction with no power in total control Stockholm political elite and bureaucrats.
Sami Parliament election 8.700 was eligible to vote in Stockholm 691 and majority 4 012
Northern Sweden . The final election vote 21 may 2017 was 5.056 and this election historical
media attention also in social media.
Sweden Government funding: Sami Parliament 45 million SEK in 2017. Government funding
taxpayers money is one important tool to develop democracy, human rights, public health
because equal societies always best recipe any nation success .Recent Swedish evaluation
reveal one deterrent example over government irresponsible spending taxpayers money
prevention hepatitis and HIV. This evaluation show that Sweden spend over 1 million SEK
each year for every new HIV case and 29 SEK new hepatitis case despite 84% HIV case the
infection transmitted outside Sweden.
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Elimination of Racial
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28 July 2017.
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Sweden needs to face up to repressive Sami past!
2016 Sweden Archbishop Antje Jackelén said: The state’s violations has had huge consequences on
the Sami people. We need a truth and reconciliation commission that the Samis need to take part of.
The Social Democrats and Communist party have dominated the political landscape in Sweden for
decades. The burning suburbs to Stockholm elite inability protect small minority 691 Sami population
is symptomatic politician completely out of control and no connection to reality and reaction time is
limited. The situation Sweden suburbs is nothing new but attention and statements came when war
broke out in Swedish suburbs with grenade attacks, bombs, executions, riots, burned car and worker
Safety threaten, policemen, journalists and emergency medical services threatened.
I am not the one and only expose to threats, discrimination, hate crimes and harassment but today
and political agenda this document Sweden government and foreign minister Margot Wallstrom is
hold responsible to every individual of Sami population when health and life is threatened!
I am not going to write true Swedish story like movie Daniel Blake in England.
Racism against minorities is incredibly serious and unacceptable. Therefore Sweden needs to face
up and take responsibility the racist behavior historic report to Committee on the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination (CRD) 28 July 2017.
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